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28 of 28 people found the following review helpful. Incomplete field guide with
below average illustrationsBy Jack HollowayBasics: 2005, 1st edition,
softcover, 165 pages, 64 color plates, 350 species, no range mapsThis is the
first book to focus on the birds of Myanmar (aka, Burma) since the initial 1940
publication of the larger Birds of Burma by Smythies. This earlier book is still
in print with its fourth edition (2001) under that same title. This small field
guide focuses on 350 of the nearly 1000 species that have been found in
Myanmar. Each bird is illustrated across from its brief descriptive text. There is
typically only one illustration per species; however, a few of the birds do have
both male a female shown.The illustrations are fair, but not of the quality seen
in the more popular guides, or even those field guides covering Myanmar's
neighboring countries. The physical structures are not quite right and the
paintings are from a talented but amateur artist. With the illustrations and the 46 lines of text, this is not a book you could use to help identify any of the difficult
families of birds. Another book will be necessary; if not to aid with
identification, then to help with the hundreds of other birds not in this Myanmar
guide.Under the low odds you actually visit Myanmar, and in the even lower
odds to do some birding, you'll want to take one or both of Robson's books:
Birds of Thailand or A Guide to the Birds of Southeast Asia. Another book, The
Birds of South Asia by Rasmussen, is exceptional for its plates and text, but it
does not cover all the species found in Myanmar.I'm glad to see an
environmental effort coming out of a country that is rich in bird life but poor in
most economic aspects. I hope the authors have the means and drive to pursue
the knowledge and protection of their country's birdlife; and, perhaps have the
opportunity to advance their book.I've listed several related books below...1)
Birds of Burma, 4th ed. by Smythies2) Birds of South Asia: Volumes 1 2 by
Rassmussen3) Birds of Thailand by Robson4) A field guide to the birds of SouthEast Asia by King5) A Guide to the Birds of Thailand by Lekagul6) A Guide to
the Birds of Southeast Asia by Robson7) A Photographic Guide to the Birds of
Southeast Asia by Strange8) The Birds of the Thai-Malay Peninsula: Vol. 1-2 by
Wells0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. This book presents a
restricted array of birds in Myanmar ...By paul allan gatenbyThis book presents
a restricted array of birds in Myanmar, generally the most common and likely
to be seen. The bird drawings are very diagrammatic and took some getting
used to. I still have photographs of bulbuls I cannot identify using this book.
There are no distribution maps.
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